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News and Views 
Centenary of James Wimshurst 

AMONG the best -known inventors of electrical 
machines of the last part of the nineteenth century 
was James Wimshurst, the centenary of whose birth 
occurs on April 13. The son of Henry Wimshurst 
(1804-84), the constructor of the pioneer screw
propelled ship Archimedes, Wimshurst was born at 
Poplar, and after leaving school was apprenticed at the 
Thames Iron Works, Blackwall, then a well-known 
shipbuilding yard. At the age of twenty-one years 
he became a ship surveyor to Lloyd's Register, from 
1865 until 1874 was chief of the Liverpool Under.
writers' Registry, and then for twenty-five years, 
1874-99, was chief shipwright surveyor to the Board 
of Trade in London. Living at Clapham, he had a 
good private workshop and for twenty years devoted 
himself to the improvement and construction of 
electrical influence machines. The early machines of 
this type had all sprung from Volta's electrophorus 
and had been built by Lichtenberg, Bennet, Cavallo, 
Nicholson, and others, but it was not until the work 
of Topler (1836-1912) and Holtz and Wimshurst 
that there was any marked advance in design. The 
machine with radial strips of tinfoil and contact 
brushes was described by Holtz in 1881 and again in 
1882 and 1883 by Wimshurst, whose improvements 
were made independently. Altogether he made more 
than ninety Wimshurst machines. Many of these 
were presented to hospitals, and two of his very large 
ones are preserved in the Science Museum. A member 
of the Physical and Rontgen Societies, and a manager 
of the Royal Institution, Wimshurst was elected a 
fellow of the Royal Society in 1898. He died suddenly 
on Jan. 3, 1903. 

The Asiatic Society of Bengal 
THE Asiatic Society of Bengal held its I 48th annual 

meeting in its rooms at No. I Park Street, Calcutta, 
on Feb. l-one of its patrons, Sir Stanley Jackson, 
the Governor of Bengal, being in the chair. In the 
unavoidable absence of the president, Lieut.-Colonel 
R. B. Seymour Sewell, the presidential address was 
delivered by the senior vice-president, Dr. U. N. 
Brahmachari. In the address, attention was directed 
to the proposals put forward by the Government 
of India for extensive retrenchment in the various 
scientific services in India, many of which owe their 
inception to the Society, and in the Indian Museum, 
in which the Society takes particular interest, since 
the nucleus around which the Museum has been built 
up consisted of the Society's own collections that 
were handed over for safe custody to the Government 
in 1875. By the terms of the Indian Museum Act 
of 1910 these collections and all additions thereto, 
except those purchased afterwards by the trustees of 
the Museum, must, if the trust ever be terminated, be 
returned to the Society. It was emphasised that the 
maintenance of the scientific services is essential for 
the economic development of India, and that, whereas 
scientific research is one of the most profitable in-
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vestments that a government can make, a country 
that neglects the scientific investigation of its natural 
resources pays, in the long run, very heavily for its 
neglect. 

THE membership of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
shows a decrease during the past three years, largely 
consequent on the present unsettled state of India. 
Among the losses that the Society has suffered during 
the last year by death, we notice the names of three 
fellows, among them the great scholar Maha Maho
padiaya Dr. Haraprasad Shastri, who was elected to a 
fellowship in 1910, and five members, one of whom, Mr. 
James Peddie, met his death by assassination at the 
hands of the revolutionary party in Bengal. The fall 
of membership, combined with the present financial 
depression, has caused the Society anxiety regarding 
the continuance in the future of its activities, and has 
emphasised the need of creating and building up 
reserve funds for such objects as the rebuilding of the 
Society's premises, their present house having been 
built in 1808 on land granted to them by the Govern
ment in 1804, and for the endowment of the Library, 
which, by its continual expansion, of necessity im
poses a steadily increasing strain on the Society's 
resources. It is a matter of some surprise to learn 
that in all the 148 years of its existence, and in view 
of all that the Society has in the past done for India, 
no financial benefaction of importance has ever been 
given to it--a state of affairs that reflects very un
favourably on India when contrasted with the support 
given to similar societies in other civilised (and 
especially western or American) countries. 

Meteorology in India 
A PESSIMISTIC note is sounded in the opening 

passages of Dr. C. W. B. Normand's recently issued 
"Report on the Administration of the Meteoro
logical Department of the Government of India in 
1930-31 ". This report, which is dated Sept. 11, 
1931, has to record a set-back in the rapid expansion 
of the Indian meteorological service outlined in the 
corresponding report of last year. The expansion 
was due to the legitimate demands of aviation, the 
set-back to the equally legitimate demands of 
financial stringency arising from the world's economic 
blizzard. Dr. Normand states that the schemes 
connected with aviation had in the year under 
review reached a stage of completion ; but many 
schemes, some not connected with aviation, have 
had to be shelved. One scheme that is appar
ently to proceed unchecked is connected with the de
velopment of a special branch of the department to 
deal with the problems of agricultural meteorology. 
This practically originated in the Report of the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture in 1928. It con
templates both statistical and experimental studies, 
the standardisation of the meteorological and physical 
data collected at experimental farms, the develop
ment and standardisation of methods of measuring 
radiation, evaporation, soil temperature, and so on, 
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